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Abstract—Vehicular networks reflect user mobility behavior
and present complex microscopic and macroscopic mobility
patterns. Microscopic mobility is often simplified in macroscopic
systems and we argue that its impact is too largely neglected.
Notwithstanding improvements in realistically modeling and
predicting mobility, few vehicular traces - especially complex
microscopic ones - are available to validate such models. In
this paper, we present a realistic synthetic dataset of vehicular
mobility over two daily traffic peaks in a small area: the Europarc
roundabout in the town of Creteil, France. We outline how the
description and comprehensive representation of local mobility at
an intersection, such as the roundabout chosen here, is important
for any interpretation made of it.
Keywords—synthetic trace, real data, microscopic vehicular
mobility, roundabout, traffic flows, traffic lights, simulation.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Vehicular networks have attracted increasing attention
from the research community over recent years. The reason is
that communications between vehicles, infrastructures, users
and urban areas will provide new services and applications for
safety, traffic fluidity, infotainment, etc [1]. These application
functionalities (collision warning, local traffic information),
communication performance (range of communication, data
saturation), environment interaction (traffic pattern) and the
need for experimenting in real contexts therefore require
specific and costly field tests including the road infrastructure
and management systems to test cooperative communications. However, it is difficult to obtain real traffic situations
during Operational Field Tests making it necessary to rely
on simulation as a solution. When simulations are used,
attention must be paid to faithful representation of reality,
i.e. real vehicular dynamics characterized by high peaks,
highly variable speeds, road topology, road rules, trips by
users, user behaviors, etc. The macroscopic and microscopic
aspects must be studied accurately in order to give credible
results. Due to the difficulty of obtaining real traces (cost, data
confidentiality), simplistic models have been employed to get
around the problem [2]. The increasing interest in vehicular
networks reflects the growing complexity, progress and quality
of reproducing car movements. Some approaches base their
models on real traces [3] while others try to reproduce real
traffic flows [4]. Nowadays, the challenge is to generate real
traffic traces that are realistic and faithful to reality, to identify
traffic flows and run realistic models of traffic assignments [5]
and allow the correct interpretation of the study performed on
these traces [6]. Few large-scale traces on urban macroscopic
mobility have been made public and available [7], but real

local microscopic traces are difficult to find. We argue that
analysing microscopic mobility can help to explain local
phenomena such as traffic light control and local bottlenecks,
and can be used to test systems for improving the fluidity
of traffic locally and globally, and to observe data saturation
impact at specific points of the city [8].
In this paper, we present an original roundabout dataset and
explain the methodology and improvements applied to the map
and all the items of equipment in order to match them with
real traffic flows. Then, we show the importance of a real
dataset by comparing it to other well-known mobility models
used in simulations and we show that common traffic flow
models employed in simulators are not realistic. Our paper
supports this hypothesis presented in [9] -that were never
confirmed by real data- by showing that the distribution of
inter-arrival times of vehicular users follows a Pareto-Weibull
distribution. Finally, we highlight the importance of finegrained and realistic traffic lights models.
II.

T HE E UROPARC ROUNDABOUT DATASET

The vehicular mobility trace presented in our paper focuses
on a roundabout in the working area called Europarc located
in the town of Creteil, France. It aims at reproducing the traffic
mobility on this large roundabout, and the traffic light system
included in the real infrastructure, with the highest possible
level of realism. In the following section, we describe the
features and the methodology used to generate the mobility
trace.
A. Road topology
The street layout was obtained from the OpenSteetMap
database (OSM). OSM is a collaborative project aimed at
creating a free editable map of the world. Maps include
roads, railways, buildings, points of interests, parks, shopping
centers, leisure areas all described as a function of reality.
OSM road information is generated and validated by imaging
and GPS traces. Therefore, OSM is commonly regarded as the
highest quality road data publicly available today. We exported
the roundabout from OSM in an xml file. It represents an
area of 1.1km2 around the Europarc Roundabout. Then, we
processed it using the Java OpenStreetMap Editor (JOSM)
to repair the OSM file and make it compatible with the real
roundabout (described in section III).
B. Vehicular mobility
The microscopic mobility of vehicles is simulated with
the Simulator of Urban MObility software (SUMO version

traffic flows (45 minutes). Figure 1 shows the evolution over
time of the number of vehicles crossing the roundabout. The
number of vehicles present in the simulation rapidly grows to
exceed the capacity of the roundabout and gives an unrealistic
configuration. It can be seen by the fact that the number of
vehicles that end their trip increases very slowly over time.
Due to congestion, a small fraction of the cars present on
the road are able to cross the roundabout. The road topology
cannot sustain the volume of cars injected according to the
traffic demand model. In the following sections, we discuss
the reasons for such a simulation result and present solutions
for them.

0.22) an open source microscopic and continuous road traffic
simulation package. This simulator is able to model the behavior of individual drivers. SUMO can import a network from
OpenStreetMap and faithfully reproduces roads, traffic lights,
stop signs, numbers of lanes, etc. The microscopic models
implemented by SUMO for moving vehicles is the Krauss
car following model. In this model, SUMO allows choosing
the safety distance between cars, acceleration, deceleration and
driver imperfection. Krajzewicz’s lane-changing model is used
as it allows creating, regulating and distributing traffic in the
case of multiple lanes, and it includes overtaking decisions.
These models have been widely validated in the transportation
research community. The high scalability of SUMO makes
it the most complete and reliable of today’s open-source
microscopic vehicular mobility generators.
C. Traffic data
The traffic information used for the Europarc Roundabout
is obtained from real observations of vehicle flows. Cameras
on the site were placed in order to observe the traffic in
detail. A manual count was performed to create an O/D
(origin/destination) matrix every 900 seconds. The camera
observations distinguished between vehicle types: trucks, vehicles, motorcycles and buses. As motorcycles represent 5%
of the vehicles in the morning and 3.6% in the evening, we
don’t consider them. Also, we do not have information on
trucks (heavy or light); as they represent 4.5% of the vehicles
in the morning and 1.5% in the evening they are not taken
into account. The resulting O/D matrix faithfully mimics the
daily movements of vehicles in the area for a 2-hour period
(7.15 AM to 9.15 AM) on Tuesday morning and 2 hours (5.00
PM to 7.00 PM) on Tuesday evening in a working week in
September.

Fig. 1: Simulated Vehicle Status
1) Inconsistent road information: The first source of error
in the simulation was identified in the OpenStreetMap road
topology. The information embedded in the map can sometimes be inconsistent with reality (as the roundabout is a local
map, few contributors of OpentStreetMap have worked on it).
Consider the situation in Figure 2 (a) which shows the real
world aerial photograph of the roundabout (left), matched with
the OSM road topology for one intersection (right). We see
that the east street for vehicles contains four lanes, although
in reality there are only three lanes. As most of the vehicles
follow the same trajectories, some lanes are not used, as can
be seen in the white circle in Figure 2 (b), causing vehicles
to get stuck by waiting indefinitely for the possibility to go
to the right lane. Other problems are represented by wrong
traffic movement restrictions, of which an example is shown
in the same Figure 2, the streets on the right and the left
are exclusively for buses but vehicles in the south and east
have the right to turn into these streets. Another inconsistency
can be identified when observing vehicle traffic. This is
represented by wrong or nonexistent connections between
lanes in the map file. For instance, in Figure 2 (b), lane 3
is not connected to neighboring lanes 1 and 2, thus it cannot
be used by vehicles and congestion occurs. We identify a large
number of nonexistent connections, which forbid using the full
capacity. We solved these topology problems with JOSM.

D. Roundabout Characteristics
The roundabout is composed of 6 entries and 6 exits, 2
entries and 2 exits are exclusively reserved for buses. The
road for buses is shown in Figure 3 by visible induction loops.
Other induction loops -not indicated- exist on external roads
to measure the rate of occupancy. 15 traffic lights are included
in the map: 12 are located inside it to regulate traffic ; 3 are for
pedestrians outside and work even if there are no pedestrians ;
4 of the 12 traffic lights are dedicated for buses. In addition, 4
white lanes inside are intersections without traffic lights -nonstop intersections- that indicate the exits of the roundabout.
E. Simulation
The OSM map of the Europarc roundabout is converted to
a format readable by SUMO. The traffic data mentioned later
in the article are described in terms of flows in an xml file
used by SUMO. This file allows introducing "x" vehicles from
a departure lane to an arrival lane and specifying the type of
vehicle. This flow description method is that most suitable for
the type of data we have though it introduces a small error on
the number of vehicles in each data stream of 900 seconds (see
table I). However, this error is negligible and the simulated
flow is similar to 94.4% of a real flow.
III.

2) Traffic light programs: The OpenStreetMap road information is imported by SUMO through an automated conversion process that proved not to be error-free. For traffic
light deployment, OSM already includes data on the presence
or absence of traffic lights at road junctions and SUMO
automatically sets the periodicity of the green and red lights
according to the priority of the roads entering each junction.
They must first be placed correctly to match reality, with
the deletion of some of them. When the first errors on road
topology, connections, and traffic light positions are solved,
simulations still do not present the correct flows. Indeed, traffic
light programs are automatic and fixed by OSM, but in reality
traffic light programs are complex. First of all, we must add
induction loops deployed on the surface of bus lanes in order

R EPAIRING THE DATASET

The results obtained by running the vehicular mobility
simulation available by the OSM map and traffic data were
unusable. We simulated only the first 2700 steps of the
2

Fig. 3: The Europarc Roundabout Map on the simulator

Figure 4. They can be compared to Figure 1 which show
mobility without any modifications of the map. We now
conform to the real flows between 7.15 AM and 9.15 AM and
5.00 PM and 7.00 PM. It is clear that the number of vehicles
traveling now follows increasing traffic demand during the
peak morning and evening hours. The number of finished
trips now increases over time as more and more drivers reach
their destinations. The mean travel time and the average speed
over time during the morning period confirm the previous
conclusions as constant behaviors can be observed over time.
We now find that the microscopic traffic matches well with

Fig. 2: Example of errors in the road topology conversion (a)
and through vehicle traffic (b)

to detect them and accord their priority. Indeed, when a bus
passes over an induction loop, the traffic light facing it turns
green. Then, other induction loops are located on each external
lane in order to detect whether the rate of occupancy is higher
than 15%, and if this is the case, certain traffic light phases
are extended according to dynamic traffic regulation schedules
provided by the General Department Council.
3) Departure and Arrival of flows: We have access to the
flows in each directions: south to north/east/west/south, north
to north/east/west/south, east to north/east/west/south and west
to north/east/west/south every 900 seconds. Using the tools
in SUMO, we can enter the xml flows. Despite the ease of
introducing the flows, we have to modify the entry and exit
positions of the flows in order to be realistic. Indeed, we do
not know exactly when the vehicles were counted, so to avoid
a bottleneck at the entries of the roundabout, it is necessary to
introduce them outside it. Therefore, the departure and arrival
lanes are outside the roundabout. Despite these corrections,
and the entry of the exact vehicle data in the flow files,
certain differences subsisted between our data and the real
flows. Table I shows the similarity degree every 15 min in the
evening. However we are very close to the real traffic flows,
the simulated data is similar, in average, to 95.5% of real data
every 15 min in the evening.
Hours
5.00-5.15
5.15-5.30
5.30-5.45
5.45-6.00
6.00-6.15
6.15-6.30
6.30-6.45
6.45-7.00

Real data
658
643
660
636
670
636
661
541

Simulated data
526
657
670
607
649
633
657
600

Fig. 4: Mean travel time, speed and Simulated Vehicles Status
reality. Figures 5 and 6 represent the mean rate of occupancy
for each edge on the roundabout (see Figure 3 in section V for
their locations) during the two peak hours in the morning and
the two peak hours in the evening. For each direction, North,
South, East, and West, there are significant traffic flows in the
morning in one direction, and in the opposite direction in the
evening. Indeed, drivers leave their homes to go to work in the
morning. Congestion then stems from the working area in the
evening as the drivers return back home. These observations
show the realism of the dataset and their implementations.
The key properties (flow rate, travel time, etc.) of real-world
mobility patterns are faithfully reproduced in the dataset.

Similarity
80%
97%
98%
95%
97%
99%
99%
90%

TABLE I: Similarity between real data and synthetic data
IV.

L OCAL URBAN MOBILITY

The resulting dataset comprises around ten thousand trips
over a period of two hours in the morning and two hours
in the evening. The simulated traffic mimics the normal
daily road activity on the Europarc roundabout. These data
are interesting because they represent a strategic roundabout
between residential and working areas (Figure 3). Evidence
of the correct behavior of the simulated mobility is given in

V.

I MPORTANCE OF REAL DATA

A. Traffic Flows
We compare two commonly used traffic flow models in
order to show the importance of having knowledge of the real
3

corridor. Based on our approximation of the traffic flows
according to the topology of the map using the Poisson
Distribution, we obtained traffic flows close to reality for the
smaller edges but not for the larger edges.
The model with turn probabilities is close to the real data
only for the outgoing West edges. Indeed, in reality, the turn
probabilities are not deterministic; they change stochastically
over time. In our basic model, they are fixed and the occupancy
of the incoming North edges and outgoing and incoming South
edges is unrealistic. However, it can be seen that when real
information is used for the turn probabilities on the roundabout
real flows can be reproduced on the incoming East edges
and outgoing West edges. To sum up, Figure 9 shows the
Fig. 5: Occupancy at the Incoming Edges

Fig. 7: Occupancy at the Incoming Edges

Fig. 6: Occupancy at the Outgoing Edges

data on a local map with our real data set. We compare the
rate of occupancy of each outgoing and incoming edge on
the roundabout with the rate of occupancy of the two other
vehicle flow models.
To use these two models, we hypothesize that in the simulation
of the traffic flows, we only know the number of vehicles
between 7.15 AM and 9.15 AM (around 5000 trips), and we
keep the real traffic flow of the buses (their frequencies can be
found easily on the website of the town’s public transportation
company). The first traffic flow is modeled by a Poisson
distribution, as it is a widely used model [10]. Thus 5000 trips
are generated according to this distribution. We consider that
the topology of the map helps us to determine the approximate
flow capacity, so we introduce more vehicles into the West
and East roads than into the South and North roads, because
they are larger (3 lanes versus 2). The second traffic flow
used is a turn algorithm. We estimate the turn probabilities
on the incoming and outgoing edges in the roundabout. The
turn model is simple: a vehicle entering the roundabout has a
70% chance of taking an exit and 30% chance of continuing
its travel on the roundabout. To compare them we evaluate
the rate of occupancy at the incoming and outgoing edges
with the different vehicle flows (Figures 8 and 7). The model
with a Poisson Distribution has a regular rate of occupancy
at the outgoing edges. The rate is close to the real flow
at the incoming smaller edges (South and North). However,
unrealistic congestion is observed at the incoming West edges,
which shows that we introduced too many vehicles on this

Fig. 8: Occupancy at the Outgoing Edges
difference in travel time and waiting time for each traffic flow.
The routes with the Poisson Distribution can be realistic in
terms of traffic flows but they do not match with reality. It can
be seen that the traffic flow increases logically as a function
of the Poisson Distribution and that the turn probability model
creates congestion due to wrong knowledge of the flows. This
difference can lead to wrong interpretations of whatever type
of test (wireless communication, traffic control, etc.) might be
performed for this roundabout.
Our results are sufficient to invalidate the common assumption
that user arrivals follow a Poisson process. To complete our
study, we take an interest to the article [9] which assumes the
4

VI.

C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK

The simulation of the Europarc roundabout using real
collected data shows that wrong or artificial vehicular flow,
topological and traffic light coordination data can lead to very
different traffic flows and vastly different traffic properties.
In particular, tests on mobility traces based on commonly
used models appear to be far from real flow rates and fail
to reflect real daily traffic flows. However we must clarify that some models, even not realistic, can nevertheless
adress specific characteristics targeted and depend on the
research goals. The hybrid Pareto-Weibull model fits very
well the real vehicular inter-arrivals time [9]. The trace generated from real collected data is available to the community (http://vehicular-mobility-trace.github.io) under a Creative
Commons Attribution-NonCommercial 4.0 International License. In future work, we will compare our real trace with
more elaborate models capturing: optimal particle swarms
for traffic lights [12]. We will also study decentralized online stop-free strategies to remove traffic lights and consider
fully-connected autonomous cars in a complex roundabout, by
optimizing the fluidity property.

Fig. 9: Mean Travel Time and Mean Waiting Time with the
different traffic flows

hypothesis that the inter-arrival times of vehicular users follow
a hybrid Weibull-Pareto [11], the hypothesis was nevertheless
not confirmed by real data. The figure 10 which represents the
Complementary Cumulative Distribution Function (CCDF) for
inter-arrival times in our map let us also conclude that the
hybrid Weibull-Pareto distribution fits very well the CCDFs
for inter-arrival times in the considered scenario. All vehicular
users enter within 10 seconds or less of each other. The interval
drops to 3 seconds or less for 50% of the vehicular users.
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